DEMONSTRATE ON FEB. 10th.!!
FIGHT AGAINST STARVATION! FOR IMMEDIATE CASH RELIEF!

A. F. OF L. SELLS OUT DANVILLE STRIKE; WORKERS BLACKLISTED

DANVILLE, Va.—Battling against the orders of the United States District Court, federal officials on Monday declared that the workers at the Danville Tobacco Factory are engaged in a strike. Following the court's order, the workers were ordered to leave the factory, and those who refused to comply were arrested. The strike was called by the American Federation of Labor, which has stated that the workers were being exploited and driven to the verge of starvation.

Red Cross Helps Planters Build Peonage In Ark.

LITTLE ROCK, Ark.—The Red Cross has been active in the area affected by the planters' strike in Arkansas. The organization has been providing relief to the displaced workers and their families. The Red Cross has also been working with local authorities to ensure the safety and well-being of all those affected.

Plan Mass Fight
For Release of 5 B'Ham Workers

BIRMINGHAM, Ala.—The Workers Union of B'ham has announced plans for a mass demonstration on Feb. 10th to demand the release of five workers who were arrested during a protest over wage and hour violations. The union has called on its members and allies to participate in the demonstration and to demand justice for the workers.

Chattanooga at Main and Market, 10 a.m.
At 4th and Caldwell in Charlotte, 2 p.m.

Hold Street Meetings To Prepare in Charleston

Another Chatt, Worker Puts Back Furniture

The workers in Charleston have begun preparations for a demonstration on Feb. 10th. A worker has put back a piece of furniture that had been taken from him by the police, highlighting the ongoing struggle for workers' rights. The workers are calling for solidarity and unity in their fight for justice.

Masses Prepare
For February 10

Workers under the leadership of the Unemployed Councils are preparing for demonstrations against unemployment, hunger, and exploitation. The masses are determined to demand immediate relief and end the suffering of the unemployed.

B'HAM JOBLESS TO
Demonstrate Feb. 10

BIRMINGHAM, Ala.—Workers are preparing for a demonstration on Feb. 10th to demand immediate relief and an end to the sufferings of the unemployed.

N. ORLEANS MASS MEET ON FEB. 10

NEW ORLEANS, La.—Another mass demonstration is being planned for Feb. 10th in New Orleans. The demand is for immediate action on the part of the city government to provide relief to the unemployed.

The full story can be found on page two.
SOUTHERN WORKER

TRY TO FRAME MILITANT IN ELIZABETHTON

Lynch White Boy In North Dakota

NEGRO LEAGUE EXPOSES WHITE LADIES' BLUFF

Our Sustaining Fund

LYNCH LAW AT WORK

Chattanooga Demonstration At Main and Market

ATTENTION FROM Field Pape

Saturday, Feb. 7, 1931

The arrest of Mamie Singleton and the imprisoned worker Calebston on the charges of murder has caused a militant demonstration on Feb. 16th in the city of Chattanooga. The arrest of these two men is a direct result of the strike of the workers in the furniture factory who have been fighting for fair wages and decent working conditions.

Red Cross Helps Maintain Peacemonger

The workers will hold a meeting on Feb. 19th to discuss the situation and organize for further action. The workers will also demand the release of Mamie Singleton and Calebston immediately.

Support the Delegates to Washington! On the Streets Feb. 10!

SPECIAL

HARD TIMES OFFER

Made by SOUTHERN WORKER

A 3 Months Subscription For 25 Cents

Receive the Fighting Paper of the Southern Workers and Farmers the same every week

ACT NOW!

For Cash Relief! No Evictions! Reduce the Rents! Free Coal, Light and Water!

For Credit For New Crop

In the Conway, Ark., section, a large number of workers have been forced to sell their crops at a loss to the large merchants who control the market. The workers are demanding fair wages and the right to organize for better working conditions.

NEGRO LEAGUE EXPOSES WHITE LADIES' BLUFF

Atlanta, Ga., Feb. 7—The Negro League Exposed White Ladies' Bluff by showing that the story of the infamous lady who exposed the league was a fabrication.

NEW ORLEANS—March 7

The Negro league has been exposed as a fraud. The story of the lady who exposed the league was a fabrication. The league has been in existence for many years and has had many successes.

Prepare Fight In Atlanta Mill

Atlanta, Ga., Feb. 7—The Atlanta Warden is working on the case of the Atlanta mill. The case will be heard in court next week.
FROM THE MILLS, MINES AND THE FARMS

CUT WAGES, SPEED-UP IN MANY DEPARTMENTS IN GLANZSTOFF

More Spools, 5c. Hour
Cut in Twisting Dept.

$19.50 Highest Wage
In Viscose Department

By a Worker Correspondent

Soup Pot

By a Worker Correspondent

Pots start the clock, they work all their lives, but at the end of it they are still down in the dirt. They do this forever, they are the bottom of the world.

More Evictions In Chattanooga - Fight Them

By a Worker Correspondent

Sick Seaman Told To Eat Well - But How

Galveston, Texas

I was under treatment at the John Seaman Hospital in the condition that if an animal were suffering, you would kill it. I was under treatment and I was there for two months under the condition that if I did not eat, I would die. But the doctors are not always right. I am still there and I am eating. I am still alive.

Clean Machines on Own Time in the Spool Dept.

By a Worker Correspondent

Can You Live On Air Until Spring?

By a Worker Correspondent

I am a worker in the spool department. We work here a 40-hour week. Three shifts - 3 to 11 p.m., 11 p.m. to 7 a.m., and 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. We expect to get $1.50 to $2.00 an hour. But we don't. We work 70 hours a week and we expect to get $1.50 to $2.00 an hour. We work 70 hours a week and we expect to get $1.50 to $2.00 an hour. We work 70 hours a week and we expect to get $1.50 to $2.00 an hour.

FAKERS STOP EX-SOLDIERS HUNGER MARCH IN ATLANTA

Co. Steals Pay, Beats N. Orleans Dock Workers

By a Worker Correspondent

New Orleans, La.

I wanted to tell you how much I was hurt by the facts that you can't always trust people. You can't always trust people. You can't always trust people.

More on Ex-Soldiers - Bob Smoot, a former sailor and United States citizen, was taken to jail by Sheriffs of the police department. He was taken to jail by Sheriffs of the police department. He was taken to jail by Sheriffs of the police department.

Atlanta Relief Jobs Cut Wages

By a Worker Correspondent

Atlanta, Ga.

After leaving all my life's work, I found myself in the hands of the mercy of the government. I found myself in the hands of the mercy of the government. I found myself in the hands of the mercy of the government.

Boss Justice - A Case In Point

By a Worker Correspondent

We have a contract here in the Galveston sugar factory to have a contract here in the Galveston sugar factory to have a contract here in the Galveston sugar factory.

To City Hall With Demand For Jobless Relief!

By a Worker Correspondent

"We are unemployed and we are not working. We are unemployed and we are not working. We are unemployed and we are not working."
What the NTWU Is; How It Fights For Textile Workers

By Dewey Martin

The National Textile Workers Union's strike in New Bedford, Mass., led by the Textile Workers Union, lasted 15 weeks and ended in September, 1925, where the strikers were finally defeated. The fighting policy that the NTWU chose was based on the fact that the strikers were not enough to make the majority of the working class.